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Introduction 
Only 31% of all projects came within 10% of their budget in the 
past 3 years (Autodesk Construction Cloud 2020) (Figure 1)  
For every $1 billion invested in the United States, $122 million 
is wasted due to a lacking in performance (Capterra) (Figure 2) 
Objective 
Show project building techniques using meta-network analysis 
to identify and remove any deficiencies and instabilities of com-
plex construction projects 
Research Methodology 
Construction Meta-Networks: 







Figure 3: Conceptualization of a basic Meta-Network Setup 
Congruence: Used to relate two networks; one previously     








Figure 4: Meta-Network Congruence Framework 
Simulation 
 Modifications can be made to 
the model to see individual 
effects on the total project 
 This simulated model removes 
all deficiencies in information and 
resource distribution 
Case Study 
 Analytical model created from the excavation section of the University of Connecticut Athletic Development Project  
 
Weight Implementation 
 Total Project Completion does not consider 
the importance of each task in relation to 
the entire project 
Introduces a weight matrix to determine a 
more accurate value of completion 
Contributions 
This work should open up 
construction to a more       
thorough planning process 
There is a future for a        
centralized database that  
multiple consumers can use 
for task and project               
requirements 
Figure 1: Percentage of projects that come 
within 10% of their budget requirement 
Figure 2: Wasted money per 
$1 billion dollars invested 
Case 1: Excavation Construction Network 
Node: 91 
Link: 922 
Figure 5: Agents in Excavation Network Ranked by Importance 
Figure 7: Specific information deficiencies (blue) for each task in the excavation process 
Figure 6: Information in Excavation Network Ranked by Importance 
Figure 8: Specific Resource deficiencies (blue) for each task in the excavation process 
Figure 9: Percentage of Wasted Information in Each Task 
Deficiencies in Each Task are  
shown and highlighted 
Total Project Completion  
is Calculated 
The model is optimized to  
avoid further discrepancies 
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